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Abstract

Background: Altered cardiovascular autonomic nerve function with impaired autonomicl balance is

found in Major Depressive Disorder(MDD). Objective: To assess some  time domain measures of

Heart Rate Variability (HRV) in MDD  patients to observe their autonomic nerve function status..

Methods: This cross sectional study was conducted in the Department of Physiology, Bangabandhu

Sheikh Mujib Medical University (BSMMU), Dhaka, during 2011on 60 patients of both sexes with

Major Depressive disorder (MDD) aged 20-50 years. They were further subdivided into 30 drug

naïve and 30 patients treated with anti depressive drug. Age, sex  and BMI matched 30 apparently

healthy subjects  were control. The HRV parameters were recorded by 4 active channels, Polyrite-D.

For statistical analysis ANOVA, independent sample t-test, were performed. Result:  Mean R-R

interval, SDNN,RMSSD ,PNN50%, NN50% were found significanty lower but heart rate was

significantly higher in all MDD patients of both group compared to control.No significant differences

were found in these parameters between treated and recently diagnosed patient. Conclusion: Cardiac

autonomic nerve function was impaired in MDD patient which was characterized by reduced vagal

tone. Antidepressive medication may not have any effect on impaired autonomic function in MDD.
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epression  is  one  of  the   most

common   problems encountered in the

practice of Psychiatric medicine

The prevalence of Depression in Bangladesh is

2.9% for males and 11.6% in females and the

male-female ratio is 1:2.63.Due to adverse social

circumstances, the incidence of Depression is

more in females. Onset may be at any age; most

often between 25-44 years 3,4

Epidemiological studies reported greater

cardiovascular mortality in cardiac patients with

depression than without depression5 because of

autonomic dysregulation  as a result of

depressive disorders .Increased  sympathetic and

reduced vagal activity  are strongly involved in

the patho-physiology of arrhythmia, sudden

cardiac death, myocardial infarction,  congestive

cardiac failure 6 .

affecting about 121 million people worldwide 1

.It is characterized by sadness, indifference,

apathy or irritability and usually associated with

changes in sleep patterns, appetite and weight,

motor agitation or retardation, fatigue, impaired

concentration and decision making, feeling of

shame or guilt and thoughts of death or dying. It

is a morbid sadness which affects both mind and

body2.

D
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Time domain variables of HRV such as include

mean R-R interval and mean heart rate, the

standard deviation of the NN interval(SDNN),the

square root of the mean squared difference of

successive NN interval(RMSSD),NN50% and

PNN50% in general reflect cardiac vagal

activity7 .Lower Mean R-R interval and Higher

heart rate  were observed in MDD patients when

compared to that of healthy control8-13. Where

as some investigators reported lower heart rate

in MDD patients in comparison to controls14.In

addition, lower values of  SDNN , RMSSD,

PNN50% were  also reported  in MDD patients
10,14,15.

Because of conflicting result on autonomic

functions in MDD patients  this study aimed to

evaluate the impact of depression as well as

effects of anti depressive medication on cardiac

autonomic nerve function  by measuring time

domain variable of HRV in  MDD patient .

Methods

This cross sectional study was carried out on 60

MDD patients aged  20-50 years  in the

Department of  Physiology, Bangabandhu Sheik

Mujib Medical university (BSMMU)  from 1st

January   to 30th December 2011.  Age, sex and

BMI matched 30(male 10 female 20 female)

subjects selected as control. MDD patients were

further subdivided equally into 30 drug naïve(12

male18 female), & 30(male 14 female 16) treated

with anti depressive medication. The patients

were selected from the Department of Psychiatry,

BSMMU and the controls were selected from

community of Dhaka city. All the subjects were

free from heart disease, hypertension, diabetes

mellitus, chronic kidney disease, other

psychiatric disorders and smoking. The study

protocol was approved by ethical review

committee of BSMMU.

After selection, the subject was thoroughly

informed about the aim, objectives and detail

procedure of the study before examination and

collection of blood sample. Written informed

consent was taken from them. To prepare for RV

test  the subjects were advised to finish their meal

by  9:00 pm on previous night, to remain free

from  any physical or mental stress, not to take

any drugs affecting central nervous system and

to  have a good sleep at night before the

examination day. The subjects were advised to

avoid tea or coffee at breakfast and to report the

Autonomic Nerve Function test Laboratory in the

department of Physiology of BSMMU between

9.00 to11.00 a.m. on the day of examination.

Then after a thorough physical examinations

pulse BP  height, weight, BMI were  recorded in

a data schedule . The subject was in rest in supine

position for 15-20 minutes in a cool and calm

environment. During this period subject was

advised not to talk, eat or drink and also not to

perform any physical or  mental activity, even

sleep. Then all preparations for recording of the

Heart rate variability parameters were made by

connecting the channel of ECG of the polyrite

D to the electrode placed on patients left

leg..ECG data was recorded using only lead II.

A 5 minutes ECG recording was taken in supine

position. Data of time domain parameters of

HRV (R-R interval SDNN,RMSSD, NN50%,

PNN50%)  were obtained by HRV software

analysis of the 5 minutes ECG recording.. Data

were expressed as mean ± SE. As test of

significance one way ANOVA, student’s

unpaired t-test were used.

Results

In drug naïve and treated MDD patients the mean

resting pulse rate, SBP & DBP  were significantly

(p<0.001) higher in comparison to control. (Table

I). Again, R-R interval SDNN,RMSSD, NN50%,

PNN50% were found  significantly(p<0.001)

lower but mean heart rate was (p<0.001) higher

in all MDD patients  in both drug naive and

medicated patients  than control(Table II). Again,

no significant differences were observed when

compared all these parameters between two

groups of patients. Correlation analysis of these

parameters with duration of disease was done.

Results were not shown as the results were not

significant.
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Table I: Resting Pulse rate and BP in different groups (n=90)

Variables Control Drug naïve MDD Treated MDD

(n=30) (n=30) (n=30)

Pulse 74±1.42 86±1.25*** 85±1.17***

(beat/min) (60-90) (70-100) (72-98)

SBP 112±1.91 122±1.77*** 120±2.00***

(mm of Hg) (95-135) (100-135) (100-140)

DBP 70±1.49 76±1.27** 74± 1.16

(mm of Hg) (60-90) (60-90) (60-85)

Data were expressed as Mean ± SE. Statistical analysis were done by One-way ANOVA and Independent sample

t-test SBP = Systolic blood pressure. DBP=Diastolic blood pressure. (*** = p<0.001   ** = p<0.01, Control vs

patients).

Table II : Time domain measures of HRV in different groups (n=90)

Groups Control Drug naïve MDD Treated MDD

(n=30) (n=30) (n=30)

Mean heart rate 76±1.17 87±2.29*** 86±1.81***

(beat/min) (65-88) (62-110) (68-100)

Mean R-R 0.79±0.01 0.71±0.02** 0.71±0.01***

interval(sec) (0.68-0.91) (0.55-0.97) (0.60-0.88)

SDNN 77.28±2.59 47.22±3.88*** 44.54±3.59***

(ms) (47.40-97.40) (22.3-96.49) (17.51-87.47)

RMSSD 34.30±0.80 21.35±2.05*** 24.08±2.27***

(ms) (22.54-40.23) (10.65-40.39) (12.26-43.44)

NN50 72±5.44 34±6.6*** 23±5.5***

(%) (20-138) (1-153) (1-123)

PNN50 23.0±2.48 10.2±2.18*** 11.49±1.39***

(%) (7.9-50.4) (.02-28.4) (0.9-28.8)

Data were expressed as Mean ± SE. Figures in parentheses indicate ranges.Statistical analysis were done by

One-way ANOVA and Independent sample t-test  .R-R  = Interval between successive QRS complex (sec) .

SDNN= Standard deviation of NN interval, RMSSD=  Square root of mean squared Differences between adjacent

NN intervals, NN50%= number of interval differences of successive NN intervals greater than 50   ms, PNN50%=

number of R-R interval differing by >50 ms from adjacent intervals   divided by the total number of all R-R

intervals, ms= millisecond,(control vs MDD***  p<0.001 ,**   p<0.01 ,*   p<0.05 ).
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Discussion

 In the present study, the time domain parameters

of HRV in patients with Major Depressive

Disorder were analyzed to assess their cardiac

autonomic activity. Moreover the effect of

treatment with anti depressive medication was

also observed.

The  resting pulse rate, SBP , DBP  were

significantly higher in both drug naïve and

medicated MDD patients except DBP in treated

patients when compared with control.  These

observations were similar to Udupa et al.13

whereas  opposite results were reported by  other

investigators8,16.

The significant  lower  R-R interval, SDNN,

RMSSD, PNN50%, NN50%  in all MDD

patients in this study is comparable to other

investigators.8,11-13,15,16 Though some

researchers found similar trends but it was not

statistically significant9,10,14,17  In the present

analysis, no significant difference in  all these

HRV parameters  were found between drug naïve

and treated patients of MDD. The observation

of present  analysis suggest cardiac vagal tone

was decreased in MDD patients. In addition,

effect of antidepressive medication is not

apparent on compromised cardiac autonomic

function in MDD patients.

Literatures on reduced HRV in MDD patients

suggested that, vagas acts as control center for

attention, co-ordination, emotion,

communication which are altered in depression18.

The exact mechanism of poor vagal activity in

MDD patients is not evident.Moreover,

antidepressive medication mostly affect the

serotonergic system and which  has no

association with vagal center. Therefore this

treatment may not improve cardiac

parasympathetic function.

Conclusion

This study concludes  that  decreased autonomic

function characterized by reduced cardiac vagal

tone  occurred  in MDD  patients and it  remained

unaffected by treatment with anti depressive drug.
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